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Say "I love you" with a special pull tab flip card. I created this card with pieces from the January 2023 "Key to my heart" Paper Pumpkin kit and 
the coordinating Heart Boxes. More alternates coming. There are 2 videos on my blog sharing how to make this in addition to the instructions 

below.

MEASUREMENTS

Petal Pink Cardbase: 8-1/2" x 5-1/2" scored in half•
Pearlescent Specialty paper: (2) 5-1/4" x 4"•
Pearlescent Pull Strip: 6-1/2" x 2-1/4"•
Petal Pink Pull Strip: 6-1/2" x 2-1/4"•
Gold Foil: 1-5/8" x 1-5/8"•
Petal Pink: 2nd smallest square Or 1-1/2" x 1-1/2"•
Vellum: 2-1/4" x 1" (or use piece from kit)•
Scrap from Pink card base in the kit for the small heart•

INSTRUCTIONS

Stamp with words in Verasmark on Vellum strip & Pink square, pour Gold emboss powder and heat.•
Attach the Pearlescent pull strip to pink strip with Seal Adhesive.•
Score the pull strip at 2" & 2-1/4"•
Insert in half of the Label Me Lovely punch and punch the decorative end.•
Punch ribbon hole with Trio punch.•
Using the small rectangle from the Cracker Box die in the center of the front Pearlescent panel.•
Attach Foam Strips to the back of the front Pearlescent panel. Don't put the foam where the pull strip will be. (See video)•
Attach STRONG adhesive on the edge of the heart and attach to the binding edge** of the pull strip and on the back of the strip that 
will attach to the card.

•

Slide long end of the pull strip in rectangle box die cut and attach.•
Attach ribbon, squares and champagne rhinestones.•

TIP: You will need to use a strong adhesive as only a small part of the heart attaches to the pull mechanism. If you find it's not enough you can 
attach the heart with a brad to keep it more secure. I've added brads to the supply list for this.
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Prepaid Paper 
Pumpkin 

Subscription 1-
Month - 137858

Key To My Heart 
Paper Pumpkin 
Refill - 162472

Heart Boxes - 
162417

Versamark Pad - 
102283

Metallics 
Embossing 

Powders - 155555

Heat Tool - 129053 Pearlescent 
Specialty Paper - 

154291

Petal Pink 8-1/2" X 
11" Cardstock - 

146985

Gold Foil Sheets - 
132622

Vellum 8-1/2" X 
11" Cardstock - 

101856

Champagne 
Rhinestone Basic 
Jewels - 151193

Gold 1/4" (6.4 Mm) 
Shimmer Ribbon - 

152156

Label Me Lovely 
Punch - 151296

Banners Pick A 
Punch - 153608

Very Best Trio 
Punch - 159878

Cracker & Treat 
Box Dies - 159182

Stylish Shapes 
Dies - 159183

Round & Square 
Brads - 155570

Foam Adhesive 
Strips - 141825

Stampin' Seal+ - 
149699
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Stampin' Seal - 
152813

Stampin' Cut & 
Emboss Machine - 

149653

Paper Trimmer - 
152392

Bone Folder - 
102300
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